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Please Assist With The Capture and Prosecution of the
“Soup-on-Sunday” Bandits!
Gang of pompous pilfering pilots attack “Soup-on-Sunday”.
Weirwood, VA – The “Soup-on-Sunday” Bandits attacked today. Shocked and stunned “Soup-on-Sunday”
attendees scramble for cover.
Campbell Field Airport has issued an APB (All Points Bulletin) for a gang of pilot thugs that flew into Campbell Field
Airport today during a crowded “Soup-on-Sunday” event and pilfered everything they could find. Local, State and
Federal authorities have been notified and the airport is cooperating with the FBI, CIA, TSA and Homeland Security to
capture these hoodlums.
This was the first scheduled event of 2012 and approximately 30-35 aircraft were on the ground and 75 people were
enjoying the afternoon at Campbell Field Airport. “These pompous pilfering pilots took advantage of the fact that we all
had our guard down” said airport manager Gordon Campbell. “Everyone was enjoying the sunny afternoon, kids were
playing, pilots were socializing, and basically we all were doing what we do at every “Soup-on-Sunday...enjoying our
freedom to fly”, added Campbell.
The pompous pilfering pilots appeared to have trained for this mission. They employed the primary tactic of a
professional criminal; distraction. At approximately 1:30pm the thugs circled the airport in what has been described as
zippy little homebuilt aircraft. These aircraft appear to be designed and built with criminal intent as they are fast, stealth
and agile. Witnesses say that the bandits first circled the airport, then distracted the crowd below with a series of
formation passes. One of the little zippy aircraft even had smoke coming from it's tail. “But before we even had a chance
to look back down they were here” said stunned “Soup-on-Sunday” attendee Ray Gefken. With deft precision the bandits
looted and pilfered all the hot dogs, chili and whatever else was on the table for “Soup-on-Sunday”. “I had a hot dog,
smothered with chili in my hand, my mouth open, ready to savor that first bite when whooosh, it was gone!” Gefken said
adding, “The force alone almost knocked me to my feet.” Witnesses say it took just minutes for the pilfering pilots to
loot the entire “Soup-on-Sunday” and they were off and in the air well before the local authorities could get to the airport.
The FBI and FAA are following several leads. Several witnesses say that this group is part of a larger criminal gang
known as the Mid-Atlantic RV Wing. Operating primarily from maximum security prisons in the Mid-Atlantic Region
this gang has reined terror within the aviation world for the past 20 years. Unfortunately the aircraft registration numbers
that can identify the owner were only in braille. “Usually the registration number is posted on the side of the aircraft but
the FAA allows numbering in braille instead. I only had a few seconds but I ran my fingers along the side of one aircraft
and though my braille reading skills are rusty the only registration was HAHASUCKER.” said Campbell.
The FBI is going through airport surveillance photos and has released one photo. If anyone recognizes the aircraft or
individuals in this photo you are asked immediately go to your local airport and request to talk to the TSA Supervisor on
staff. Your identity will be protected.
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Subject: “Soup-on-Sunday” Bandits

If you recognize these aircraft or occupants it is important that you immediately go to
your local airport and talk to the TSA Supervisor or any TSA Screener.

